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The wave equation (af+k) Y=O with fi= -~~(x,y)p(x,y)V~.p(x,~)~‘V,, 
z = (x. y), x E lQk, y E Iw”‘, describes the propagation of acoustical waves in stratified 
fluids (m = 1, k = 2) as well as electromagnetic waves in layered dielectric media 
(m= I, k= 2). and in optical fibres (m =2, k = I, and p(x, I’)= 1). The density 
p(x. y) and signal speed C(X, y) are (possibly long range) perturbations of a density 
P~JJ) and speed cab), i.e., (P(K Y)-P~Y)), (c(x,J’)-G,(Y)) -+O as Izl -+ CO. 
Positive commutator methods are used to show that the spectrum of I? is 
absolutely continuous, except possibly for a sequence of isolated eigenvalues of 
finite multiplicity that can accumulate only at zero and co. Away from those eigen- 
values a limiting absorption principle for 8 is established: it is proven that the 
resolvent (Z&-K)-’ of I? has a norm limit as an operator between Z’*(IWk+“‘, 
(1 +z’)“~ (c’p))’ d”;) and Y’(l@+“‘, 
KEC\F 
(l+z*)-“” (c’p))’ d”z) for ~(>f as 
approaches the real axis either from above or from below. cj 1991 
Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will study the wave equation 
(a;+ci)$=o 
with 
A= -c2(z)p(z)V;.p-‘(z)V;, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where z E R” and Vz = (a/az,, . . . . a/az,,). Our analysis will concern itself 
primarly with the study of the spectral properties of fi and our main result, 
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Theorem 1.1, is the establishment of the limiting absorption principle for 
Z?, under suitable conditions on p and c, to be spelled out shortly. 
Equation (1.1) arises in two distinct physical contexts. First, it describes 
the propagation of acoustic waves in a medium with density p(z) and 
sound velocity c(z). The amplitude tj may then represent the pressure, 
velocity, or displacement potential [14]. Alternatively, one can consider $ 
to be a component of the electromagnetic potential in a dielectric medium. 
In this case p(z) = 1, and c(z) = (~,,E(z)))~‘*, where ,u~ is the permeability 
of free space, and E(Z) is the permitivity of the material [9]. In both cases 
we are interested in media which are perturbations of stratified media. 
(This is made precise below; see condition (H5)). Here a stratz$ed medium 
is one where the density p and the signal velocity c only depend on y E R”‘, 
0 < m <n, where we write 
Z=(X,y)EIRkXRm=R~; (1.3) 
in this case, we use the notation pO(y), c,(y) for the density and speed, 
respectively, and define 
Ej,= -~,(Y)*A.-~,(Y)*P,(Y)V~~~P,(Y)~‘V?.. (1.4) 
In the acoustic case, we are primarily interested in the choices y1= 3, m = 1, 
k = 2; this is the situation occurring in atmospheric and oceanic acoustics 
[ 14, 181. In the electromagnetic case, the choice n = 3, m = 1, k = 2 
provides a model for waves travelling in a slab waveguide [9, Chap. 61. 
Just as interesting is the choice n = 3, m = 2, k = 1, which is the situation 
occurring in the study of optical libres [9]. 
To establish our results, we shall make use of the following conditions on 
pO, cO, p, and c (in other words, on fi and Z-?,). We need the notation, 
wa,m(e) = (Q E 2-(e) I 24 E L?-(e), Ial da}, (1.5) 
where 8cRP, PEN, is open and az=8;;8;:...8$ l&J=a,+cc,+ ... +cc, 
for any multi-index Cr. First, we always impose the natural requirement: 
(Hl) (a) c~,P~EY~((W’~) are R+-valued and infc,>O, infp,>O; 
(b) c,~ELZ~(KY) are R+-valued and infc>O, infp>O. 
Next we shall need the following technical conditions to establish our 
results. On the stratified media, we impose: 
(H2) 3Q c IR”, compact, such that, with Q” = Rm\Q 
it; yoyii2g)o Jnr E (y3;;;‘); 
. co R’, ’ o QCE w*,“(L?“); 
(c) (Y.V2 COIRc, (Y.v)* P0l.w 6 W’,“(W 
(d) (Y~V)C~I,~, (L’~V)P~I~~-O~~ IYI+~. 
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In addition, we shall occasionally need: 
(H3) pot W’,io(Rm), 
We remark that condition (H3) can be replaced by the alternative condi- 
tion 
(H3’) VV(C*P)(C~PO)~~I(~~~O)~OC=O. 
For the perturbed media, we need, in analogy with (H2): 
(H4) 30 c R”, compact, 0 c IF!? x Q, so that 
We remark that conditions imposed in (H2) and (H4) will look familiar to 
those acquainted with the use of positive commutator methods in 
Schrodinger operators. 
Finally, (H5) expresses in what sense H is a perturbation of H,: 
(H5) (a) (c--d (P-LQ,)-*~ as I4 +a; 
(b) V(cc,’ IO<, V(pp;‘)lec +O as lzl -+ co; 
(c) (x .V)(cc,’ )loc7 (x~WvO’)lsl -+O as Izl --f ~0; 
b~~Wc~;‘)l.i.,~, (Y~WPP~‘)I~~.~~ +O as Izl + 03. 
In order to formulate our central result, we need to introduce one more 
operator. Let Z?, satisfy (Hla). Then we define 
fii+ -%(.Y)* PO(Y)V.L,3dY) -I v, (1.6) 
as an operator on 9’*(R”, (cipO))’ d”‘y). (For a precise definition of fi, 
fii,, and fii as self-adjoint operators, we refer to Section 2). 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose (Hla) and (H2) hold. Then 
(a) o,(fi,)ca,(fi~), and c~,(fii) is a discrete set without 
accumulation points, except possibly zero and co; 
(b) VI-4 a,(fi$ u {0}, V’cc > i, the norm limits 
(1.7) 
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where (z) = (1 + z2)i12, exist; the limits are uniform for 2 E A compact, 
,4n(a,(&~)u {O))=@. With this definition, (z)P’(fiO-~)P1 (z)-’ is 
Hiilder continuous of order 8 as a map from $0 = 2’(LV, (cipO) ~’ d”z) to 
2. on 
{Ic/ImICBOandReIc=~~o,(Ei~)u (Ot}, forall O<d<f(cc- f). 
Zf moreover (Hlb), (H3), (H4), and (H5) hold, then 
Cc) o,(A) is a discrete set without accumulation points, except 
possibly zero and co; 
(d) V//2$ o,(fii) u g,(a) u (0) the conclusions of (b) above hold 
with fiO replaced by fi and s&$~ by %’ = Y2(Rn, (c2p)-’ d”z). 
We shall prove Theorem 1.1 using positive commutator techniques that 
have proven very effective in the study of N-body Schrodinger operators 
[7, 11, 121. The central part of the proof consists of showing a Mourre 
estimate for Ai, fi,, and &. For fii, and Z?i this is accomplished in 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3; for fi, the proof is given in Section 6. 
Theorem 1.1 improves previously known results in several directions. In 
the case m = 1 a complete proof of the limiting absorption principle for fiO 
was given only in the special case when p,, = 1 and c0 is piecewise constant 
[6, 15-171. In [2], more general p0 and c0 are considered, i.e., po, co 
satisfy (Hla), are constant outside a compact interval, p. E C ‘( [w), Vpo is 
bounded, and co is piecewise continuous with finitely many jump discon- 
tinuities. (Note that those conditions imply, but are not implied by (H2)). 
However, the proof of the limiting absorption principle in [2] requires 
a considerable amount of information about the t-dependence of the 
spectrum of the operators 
(1.8) 
Some of this information the authors of [2] were not able to translate into 
explicit conditions on p. and co; instead they assumed it implicitly. The 
positive commutator method used in this paper does not require any such 
information and, as a result, allows for a complete proof of the limiting 
absorption principle for A,, using only (Hl) and (H2). We remark that 
those conditions do not even imply that p. and co have a limiting value as 
y-+02 ory-t--co, although (H2d) assures that oscillations in p. and co 
damp as lyl --t co. In the case when p. and co do have limiting values at 
infinity, we do not require any conditions on the rate at which those values 
are approached. This means we allow for A$ to have point spectrum 
accumulating at the botton of its essential spectrum, as well as for the 
accumulation of thresholds [lg]. Moreover fi$ could have imbedded 
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eigenvalues. We also remark that the weight (1 + Iz(~)-“~, tl > i, used in 
Theorem 1.1 is optimal and an improvement over the weight (1 + /x(~)-“~ 
(1+ ly12)-Z’2 used in [2]. The above comments also apply to the case 
m > 1, where no previous rigorous results are known to the authors. 
Finally, concerning the conditions on the perturbation fi, we point out 
that (H5) does not require any particular decay rate, whereas in [2, 15, 161 
it is assumed that 
while in [17] the author imposes the conditions p =pO= 1 and 
(c-ccgl < (1+ Ix1 + Iv/))-“. 
We conclude this discussion by remarking that the restriction 
A$ o,,,,(&:) in Theorem 1.1 is not due to an inadequacy of the method of 
proof. Indeed, the limiting absorption principle for Z?, implies a local decay 
estimate [13, Theorem XIII.251 for the time evolution e-lrHa which will be 
violated on energy intervals containing I E o,(fii) due to diffusive 
behaviour of the wave packet in the x-direction. We come back to the 
study of the point spectrum of Z?O, and of Z? elsewhere [S]. 
It is well known that the limiting absorption principle is an excellent 
starting point for scattering theory, either in its stationary [ 1 ] or its time- 
dependent version [ 13, Chap. X111.71. In [4], positive commutator techni- 
ques were further exploited to study scattering for the wave equation. A 
further extension of those techniques to the present situation is under 
investigation. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give precise defini- 
tions of fi, and 2 and show some simple preliminary results about them. 
In Section 3 we give a brief review of Mourre’s positive commutator 
approach to the limiting absorption principle and show how the methods 
are adapted to the study of I?, and fi. In Sections 4 and 5 we prove 
Theorem 1.1 (a) and (b). Section 6 is devoted to the proof of 
Theorem 1.1(c) and (d). The appendix collects some of the more technical 
proofs. 
2. THE WAVE PROPAGATOR 
Rather than dealing directly with the operator i?, we consider the 
unitarily equivalent operator, 
H=UfiU-', (2.1) 
where 
u: I) E Y2(W, (c2p)-’ d”z) - (c2p)-1’2 l+b E A? (2.2a) 
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with 
ie 55 6p2( R”, d”z) 
so that 
and 
H= -f Vg”Vf 
f = (c2p)“*, g = p ~ 112. 
Then H is defined on 
(2.2b) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
~+2--(H)={~~~+1lfVg'Vf~~~}, (2Sa) 
where 
,yi",,=jtiE~lgVf$E~3. (2.5b) 
This transformation has the advantage that we can work on a fixed Hilbert 
space ,%Y = L?2(R”, d”z), independent of the choice off and g. From now 
on we always assume condition (Hl) is satisfied. Note that 
H= B*B, (2.6) 
where B is the closed vector valued operator with domain S+,, given by 
B4= gvfd, VbE2+1. (2.7) 
Hence, H is self-adjoint on &?+, [ 13, Theorem X.251. Alternatively, one 
can think of H as the unique self-adjoint operator with associated form 
[13, Theorem VII.151 
(2.8) 
We note that H is a positive operator, so that 
o(H) c [0, co). (2.9) 
When p and c in (1.2) depend only on y E KY”, i.e., when the medium is 
stratified, we write, in terms of pO(v), c,,(y), 
Ho= U,,Ej,U, ‘, (2.10) 
where 
U,,: I) E 92(R”, (C&I,)- ’ d”z) - (c&J -“2 $ E ~z’F (2.11) 
410 
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H, is defined on 
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(2.12) 
(2.13) 
where 
se o,+Fw~~lIoVfo~~D. (2.14b) 
Again, note that 
H,=B,*B,, (2.15) 
where B, is the closed operator with domain X0, +, , given by 
Bo4=goVfcd, V#E%,+1. (2.16) 
H, is self-adjoint on X0, +2. We can also think of H, as the unique self- 
adjoint operator with associated form 
It is easy to translate the conditions (Hl)-(H5) in Section 1 into condi- 
tions on fo, g,,f, g, defined in (2.4) and (2.13); it suffices to replace pO, cO 
by g, and fo, and p, c by g and f in (Hl), (H2), (H4), and (H5). In (H3) 
or (H3’), one replaces pO by g,, and c’pc; ‘p; ’ by ff 0 ’ . Using the fact 
that we always assume (Hl) holds, it is easily seen that each of the 
translated conditions is equivalent to the original one. 
To study H,, we will employ the following constant libre decomposition 
of X and H, ; let 
v: T’( R”, dkxd”y) - J dk< U’( R”, Py) 
be defined, for $ E C c( R”) by 
( vl+b)g (p) = (27c. k’2 i‘ dkX e-‘y-‘l)(x, y). 
(2.18a) 
(2.18b) 
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Then V extends to a unitary map, and 
with 
and 
where 
9(H$) = 
411 
(2.19a) 
(2.19b) 
)I> (2.20a) 
2-1 1 = (4 E c!Y2(R”, d”y) ( g,V,@ E Y2(Rnr, d”y)}. (2.20b) 
Note that 9(H$) is independent of g and we shall write 
~9;~ 3 9(H$). (2.2Oc) 
For decomposable operators L on 3 [ 13, Chap. X111.161, we shall use the 
notation 
L= 
s 
0 dkt L’. (2.21) 
We end this section by showing some simple results about H and HO 
that are needed in the rest of the paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose (Hl ) holds. Then for each 0 c R” compact, 
X&H+ 1))“’ and &HO+ 1))1’2 are compact, where xe is the charac- 
teristic function of 0. Similarly, with Q c KY’ compact, xa(H$ + 1))“’ is 
compact. 
Proof: We show the result for H. The proof for H, and Hi are similar. 
&H+ 1)~“2=f~‘~sf(H+ 1)-“2 
=f-‘xo( -A + 1))’ (A + l)f(H+ 1)-“2 
=f-&-A + l))‘~p,p,,f(H+ 1)-“2 
+f’-‘x&-A+ l)-‘f(H+ 1)-1’2, 
where -A is the ordinary Laplacian on R”, and pr = -iVj. Since 
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X@( -A + 1))“’ and x0( -A + 1) ~ ’ are compact, it suffices to show that 
p,f(H+ 1)) li2 is bounded. But this is trivial, since 
p,fW+ I)- 1’2= g-ygpif)(H+ 1) l’2= -igg’BJH+ l))l’2, 
which is bounded. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose (Hl) holds. Then the family of operators 
{HiI <E Rk} is norm resolvent continuous in 5 [lo, pp. 152; 13, 
Vol. I, pp. 2831. 
Proof: Recall that 9(H$) = X”-k2, independent of & Then we can use 
the second resolvent equation to write 
li(H$+l)-‘-(H:‘+ l)-‘II 
for some constant C < co. This proves the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let H, and H satisfy (Hl), (H2a), (H3a), and (H3). Let 
[ECU with 0~5~1, [lo=O, supp(l-i) compact andV,iliWkxR=O, 
where D and 0 are defined in (H2) and (H4). Then 
(a) Hc and CH, are mutually bounded; if in addition (HSa-b) hold, 
then the difference H[ - [H, extends to a compact operator from XO,o,.2 
to x-2; 
(b) For 16 i<n, (B;{- iBoi) is bounded from XO,+2 to A?. If in 
addition (HSa-b) hold, then (Bit - iBOi) is compact as a map from y%, +2 to 
X and (BT[ - [B&) is compact from X to Xp2. 
Proof. (a) Let 4 E X0, +*. Then a simple computation yields 
H50=~'v2rHod-(~f~ogoai(v2~~)+~f~gov2Ji(~~)) 4x4 
-f iPditv2 g~ai(Pi)) 45 (2.22) 
where we introduced the notation 
P=ffo'? v=gg, '. (2.23) 
Using (Hl), (H2a), (H3a), and (H3), one conclude that 9(H[)z9([H,), 
so that Hc is <Ho-bounded; note that (H3) is used only to control the last 
term in (2.22) and that it is for this term that we need V,.[j (Wk,n = 0. This 
is the only place in the paper where (H3) is explicitly needed. That 
9(H[) c 9([H,) also follows from (2.22) upon noting that, on O”, 
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For the last part of (a), we compute on x0, +* 
Hr-iH,=B*(Br-iB,)+(B*i-iB,*)B, 
=H(l-(~v)-‘)i+B*(f,gai(jv~‘) 
-.kd,(~v)&i+iW- 1) Ho. (2.24) 
Using (Hl) and (HSa-b), along with Lemma 2.1, the result follows. 
(b) We compute, on D(H,), 
(Bii - iBo,) = W - 1) iB,; + g(~M))fo. (2.25) 
Using conditions (Hl) and (H3a), we see that the above is bounded as a 
map from so, +2 to X0. For the last statement, note that the second term 
on the right hand side of (2.25) is compact from X0,+2 to Z, by 
Lemma 2.1 and (H5b). To control the first term, it suffices to show for any 
smooth characteristic function x of a compact set in R”, that for each 
1 < id N, xB~~(H, + 1) ~ ’ is a compact operator on 2. We compute 
XB,i(Ho+ 1))‘s [B,,, x](H,+ l)--‘+B,,(H,+ 1))’ 
XCHO,XICHO+~)~ ‘+B,i(ff,+l)-‘~ 
=fogox,i(Ho+ 1) ’ 
+B,i(Ho+ l)-‘(B~f,g,X,j-.fog,X,jB,j)(H,+ I)-’ 
+ B,;(H,+ 1))’ X. (2.26) 
Since B,;(H, + 1)-‘j2 is bounded and (H, + 1) - I!* x is compact 
(Lemma 2.1), we have compactness for xBoi( Ho + 1) -‘, and thus the 
expression in (2.25) is compact. The same is easily shown for (B: [ - [B&) 
as well. 1 
3. MOURRE THEORY AND CONJUGATE OPERATORS FOR H, AND H 
To start, we have collected here the results of Mourre’s positive com- 
mutator method [ 1 l] that are needed in the body of the paper. A textbook 
discussion is found in [3]. 
Let H and iA be a pair of self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space 2, 
with domains 9(H) and 9(A), respectively. Writing 
lldlls = II <fW’2 dll (3.1) 
with (H) = $?%, we introduce XY = 9”.N-s (2 3s 3 0), and 
& 3 9(H)f”1’r (2 2~20). We shall need to ‘make use of the following 
hypotheses on the pair (H, A); 
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(Ml) 9(A)nX+, is dense in x+2. 
(M2) The form [H, A], defined on 9(A)n I?+*, extends to a 
bounded operator from x+2 to 2”. 
(M3) S(A)nS(HA) is a core for H. 
(M4) The form [[H, A], A], defined on X+2n 9(A), extends to a 
bounded operator from z&+* to s+??~. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that a self-adjoint operator H satisfies a 
Mourre estimate on an interval A, with conjugate operator A, provided the 
pair (H, A) satisfies (Ml), (M2) and there exists a /I > 0 and a compact 
operator K, such that 
E,,(H)CH, Al E,(H) > PEn(fO + K. (3.2) 
We say that H satisfies a Mourre estimate at a point A with conjugate 
operator A, provided there exists an interval A containing A such that H 
satisfies a Mourre estimate on A. 
The following three theorems, due to Mourre [ 111, are used repeatedly 
in the main body of the paper. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Virial Theorem). Assume that the pair (H, A) satisfies 
(Ml)-(M3); if E;,: denotes the spectral projector for H, corresponding to 
u E R, then 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume the pair (H, A) satisfies (Ml )-(M3), and that H 
satisfies a Mourre estimate with conjugate operator A on A c R; then H has 
at most finitely many eigenvalues in A, counting multiplicity. Furthermore, !f 
the Mourre estimate on A has no compact term, then H has no eigenvalues 
in A. 
THEOREM 3.4 [3, 11, 121. Suppose the pair (H, A) satisfies (Ml)-(M4). 
Let I. E R he a point for which a Mourre estimate holds with K = 0. Then, for 
all cx > i, the norm limit 
(A)-“(H-l-i0))’ (A)ma~!$ (A)-” (H-i-ill.))’ (A) -’ (3.4) 
exists and is untform for 1, in compact intervals. With this definition, 
(A)-” (H-K))I(A)-’ is Hiilder continuous of order 8 as a map from ~6 
to 2? on {K (h li > 0 or Re K = ju as in (3.4)}, for all 8 < ~(CX - 1). 
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Now, in order for us to apply the Mourre theory, we need to identify 
conjugate operators A, for H, and A for H. Suppose H, satisfies (Hla) and 
(H2). Let )IE~?~(KY) satisfy (Fig. 3.1) 
Q cc R”\supp r/, (3Sa) 
Ody61, (3Sb) 
supp( 1 - q) c R” is compact. (3.5c) 
The notation “CC” indicates that the set on the left is contained in the one 
on the right and that their boundaries are a non-zero distance apart. We 
then define 
with 
A,=A;+Ad’, 
A;=;(xV+Vx), 
Ail’=~(~(v)~.V+-v.?ivl(y)). 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
(3.6~) 
Since q will be chosen fixed throughout the entire discussion, we shall not 
indicate the r-dependence of Ao. A0 is realized as an anti-self-adjoint 
operator in the following manner. Let q5; denote the flow of the vector field 
x .V., + q(y) y .V.,, on R”. Then 
(3.7a) 
where @h is the unitary group detined by 
(@6$)(X> Y) =J&c Y)“2 444&5 Y)) (3.7b) 
with Jh the Jacobian of the transformation 4:. 
FIG. 3.1. A typical choice for 8. .j,, j,, k,, k, on R”’ 
580!98.‘2-I3 
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FIG. 3.2. A typical choice for x, j,, j4, k,, k, on Rk. 
To construct a conjugate operator A for H, satisfying (Hlb), (H3), and 
(H4), we first choose x E CE(lRk) satisfying (Fig. 3.2) 
0 cc R” \(supp x x Rrn), (3.8a) 
06x61, (3.8b) 
supp( 1 - x) c Rk is compact. (3.8~) 
Here 0 is the compact set in R”, defined in (H4). Then, using the notation 
i(z) = 1 - (1 - X(X))(l-9(Y)), (3.9) 
we define 
A =AXfA“ (3.10a) 
with 
A’= g(z)x .V+V.x[(z)), (3.10b) 
AJ=+(q(y)y.V+V.yr/(y))=A& (3.10b) 
As in (3.7) we have 
A=;@’ (3.11a) 
I=0 
with 
(@‘$b) = J’(Z)“2 $(4’(z)), (3.11b) 
where 4’ is the flow of i(z) x .V, + v](y) y .V-,. and J’ the Jacobian of 4’. We 
note that 
0 < i(z) < 1, 
0 cc [w” \supp [, 
if y E Q, then [(x, y) = x(x). 
(3.12a) 
(3.12b) 
(3.12~) 
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We use the remainer of this section to establish the technical conditions 
(Ml )-(M4) needed for the application of the Mourre theory to the pairs 
(Hi, A;), (H,, A,), and (a A) (Lemmas 3.7-3.8). This is a lengthy and 
somewhat edious task, complicated by domain questions arising from the 
lack of differentiability of p,,, cO, p, and c on the strip Rk x 52. 
First, we shall need a common core for each of the pairs (Hi, A;), 
(HO, A,), and (H, A), invariant under A {, AO, and A, respectively, which 
we now proceed to construct (Lemmas 3.5-3.6). Let j, , jz E Cm( Rm) be a 
partition-of unity satisfying (Fig. 3.1) 
j, +j2 = 1, Odj,<l, 06 j,< 1, 
Q cc R” \supp j, cc supp j, cc R”‘\supp q. 
Then define 
and 
t2 
(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 
(3.14) 
> 
(3.15) 
In order not to break the flow of the argument in this paper, we have 
collected the rather technical proofs of Lemmas 3S3.8 of this section in an 
appendix. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (Hla) and (H2a) hold. Then 
(a) %?$ is a core for Hz andfor Ai, and Ai%?ic%‘:k’c G@(Aij’); 
(b) %$ is a core for HO andfor A,, and A,VO c qO c CS(A,). 
To define a common core for H and A, we proceed as follows. First, let 
j,, j, be a smooth partition of unity on R” satisfying (Fig. 3.2) 
j,+j,= 1, OGj,,j,< 1, (3.16a) 
rc( 0) cc Rk \supp j, cc supp j, cc lRk \supp x, (3.16b) 
where 7-c: R” + lQk is the natural projection x(x, y) =x. Then define 
4(x, u) =j,(y).h(xL (3.17a) 
4(x, Y) = 1 -jl(y)j&). (3.17b) 
Note that 
4(x, Y) =j3(xL d;k y) = 1 -A(x) for ~ESZ. (3.17c) 
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%?z ($EJf+* It,*&&}. (3.18) 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (Hl), (H2a), (H3a), and (H3) hold. Then % is a core 
for H andfor A, and A%‘~‘%. 
Using the cores %,, and ‘+? constructed above, we can now show that 
(Ml)-(M4) hold for (Hi, Al;), (H,, A,), and (H, A). 
LEMMA 3.7. Let (Hla) and (H2a-c) hold. Then 
(a) (Hi, A;) satisfies (Ml)-(M4), 5 E Rk, 
(b) (H,, A,,) satisfies (Ml)-(M4). 
LEMMA 3.8. Let (Hl), (H2a-c), (H3), and (H4) hold. Then the pair 
(H, A) will satisfy (Ml)-(M4). 
We shall also need the following result. 
LEMMA 3.9. (a) Let H, satisfy (Hla) and (H2a-c), then ,for each 
FEC~(R+), andOQcr61, the operator 
(z>-“F(ff,KA)” (3.19a) 
is bounded on 2. 
(b) Similarly, if (Hl), (H2a-c), (H3), and (H4) hold, then for each F 
and c( as defined in (a), 
(z>-“F(H)(A)” (3.19b) 
is bounded. 
Proof (see [3, 11, 121). We demonstrate the boundedness of (3.19a) 
only. The proof of (3.19b) is similar. It is clear that F(H,) is a bounded 
operator. Thus we need only show that (3.19a) is bounded for c( = 1. By 
interpolating the result [ 13,1X.4], all other cases are obtained. We start by 
noting that, since A, is self adjoint, (A, + i)-’ (A) is a bounded operator. 
Hence we consider, on SF 
(z)~~F(H~)(A~+~)=(z)~‘[F(H,),A,] 
+ (z>-’ A,F(H,)+i(z)-’ F(H,). (3.20) 
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The final term on the right hand side of (3.20) is clearly bounded. For the 
first term, use the spectral theorem to write 
F(H,) = I, eiHos2(s) ds, (3.21) 
where p is the fourier transform of F on R, allows one to show that 
[F(H,), A,] is bounded. We refer the reader to [3, Lemma 4.12-J for the 
details. Finally, note that we can write, on g0 
Ao=A,“+A,Y=f01gy1X.Bo+k/2+fo~‘g,’rl(y)y.B, 
+rl(L’)Y.(?f,‘)f”+~(v.Yul(Y)). (3.22) 
By (Hla), (H2), and H,-boundedness of B,, it is clear that 
(z) -’ A,F(H,) will be bounded. This completes the proof. 1 
4. THE LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE FOR H, 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1(a) and (b). We give the proofs for 
the operators Hz and H,, rather than for their unitary equivalents fii and 
fi,. The results follow almost immediately upon combining Proposition 4.1 
(i.e., the Mourre estimate), Lemmas 3.5-3.9 and Theorems 3.3-3.4. We 
shall make use of the notation 
cI;2=infc,. (4.1) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose H, satis-es (H 1 a) and (H2a, b, d); then 
(a) v%,, E with & > E > 0, 3 an open interval A containing & such that 
EO(A)[Hi, Ai] EO(A) 3 2(A, - E) EO(A) + K, (4.2) 
where K is a compact operator and E’(A) c EA(Hi) is the spectral projector 
of Htfor A, 
(b) v’104 oppW:) u {O), 3B 0 d > an an open interval A containing II, 
such that 
E,(Ho)CHo> A,1 EAHo) 2 PEAHoL (4.3) 
where E,(H,) is the spectral projector qf Ho for A. 
For the proof of the proposition, we need the following two lemmas, the 
proofs of which are given in Section 5. We assume in both lemmas that 
(Hla) and (H2) hold. We remark that the proofs of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 
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form the core of the proof of the limiting absorption principle given in this 
paper. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let & > E > 0 and t E Rk be fixed. Then the following holds; 
(a) There exists an open interval A5 c R+, symmetric about ;iO, and a 
r151 > 0 such that, Q<’ E Rk with 
151 -T’<’ < 15’1 < Icy + T’C’ (4.4) 
we have 
E”(iiq[H(), A”]” E”(‘45) >, p’%!F(nq (4.5) 
where @(A<) s E,,c(Hi’) = (EA:(H0))5’ and 
fi”’ = 2((C;)’ ItI2 - E); (4.6) 
(b) Zf &$ o,(H$) then the statement under (a) holds with PI51 
replaced by 
fl = 2(& - E). (4.7) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A, > 0 and M > 0 be fixed and let E < min(&,, 
(c~)~(M + t”)‘), where z M is obtained from Lemma 4.2. If A0 4 o,(H$), 
Qt E Rk with 151 < M, then there exists an open interval A around A0 such 
that 
EAHdCffw &I EAH,) 3 BEn(HoL 
where /? = min(flM, 2(&-E)) > 0 and PM is given by 
PM = 2((C;;)* (kt+ TM)* -E). 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. (a) From (A.9b), we have that 
[H;,A;]=2HO,+K’. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Since (Hi+ 1))’ K’(Hi+ 1))’ is compact (Lemma 2.1 and (H2d)), the 
result follows provided we take ii small enough around 2,. 
(b) This follows directly from Lemma 4.3, with M = 0. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.1(a), (b). (a) Lemma 3.7(a), Proposition 4.1(a), 
and Theorem 3.3 combine to show that a, is discrete with possible 
accumulation points only at zero and co. Proposition 4.1 (b) and the second 
part of Theorem 3.3 show that o,(H,) c o,(Hz), since there is no com- 
pact term in (4.3). 
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(b) Combining Proposition 4.1(b), Lemma 3.7, and Theorem 3.4, the 
conclusions of Theorem 1.1 (b) are seen to hold for HO with (z ) replaced 
by (A,). Now let n c R+ \o,(Hz) be compact and let FE C,“(R) satisfy 
O<F< 1, F(, = 1, supp F c [w + \opp( Hi). 
Then, for 1 E n and p > 0, we can write 
(z)-‘(H,-A+&) -’ (z)-’ 
=(z)~“(l-F’(HO)2)(H,-ifi,u~‘(~)-1 
+ (z>-“F(Ho)<Ao)” 
x (A,)p”(H,-Afip)p’ (A,)p” (A,)“F(H,)(z)~“. 
Using Lemma 3.9, the result now follows easily. 1 
5. PROOF OF LEMMAS 4.2 AND 4.3 
We begin with the following remarks: 
(1) All spectral intervals will be chosen symmetric around A,, open, 
and contained in R +. 
(2) We shall write /1 cc A’ to indicate that n c /1’ and that their 
boundaries are a non-zero distance apart. We say then that .4 is strictly 
contained in /1’. 
(3) All quantities depending on < E Rk do so only through /<I. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. (a) Choose &, E > 0, and 5 E Rk fixed. We first 
compute, for 5’ E Rk, 
[Ho, A,J5’=2c; l<‘l’+ [Hz’, A;]. (5.1) 
Using (A.9b) we also find, 
[Hz’, A;] = 2H; + K”, (5.2) 
where (summing repeated indices from i, j= 1 to m): 
Kc’= B,*,M~.B,j-(B,*lB,iNo+NoB~iB,i) 
+ V;B,,+B,*,V;-q(y.Vc;) I(‘[*. (5.3) 
We start by showing that, for all suffciently small intervals /i, around ;1,, 
-@(/ioNHo, A,? E’?&) 3 2((c3’ 151’ - ~/2) E’%&). (5.4) 
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First we observe that (5.1) implies, for all A containing I,, 
-@bw&l, &It E’(A) > 2(cgy2 ItI EC(A) + E$d)[H$, A(gE+l). (5.5) 
Comparing (5.5) with (5.4), we see it will suffice to show that, for all 
sufficiently small intervals A, around A0 
E’(A,)[H$, A;] E”(A,) 2 -&E’+l,). (5.6) 
To prove (5.6), we adapt to the present situation an argument used in [7] 
to prove the Mourre estimate for the N-body Schrodinger operator. Let 
P= Ejl,a)(H$) and let Q be a finite dimensional projector contained in P; 
then we can write, for all A containing A,, 
E$,l)[H$, Ax’] EC(A) 
=E”(A)(l-Q)[H$,A;](l-Q) E5(A)+ES(A)[H,$ii;']QEr(.4) 
+ E’(A) Q[H;, A;]( 1 - Q) E’+l) 
>E'(A)( l-Q)K’(l-Q) E:(/4)+E"(.4)[H$,A,y]QES(A) 
+E5(A)Q[H,$,A;]E5(A), (5.7) 
where we used (5.2), the positivity of Hi, and the Virial Theorem 
(Theorem 3.2). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that (Hi + 1))’ @(Hi + 1))’ is 
a compact operator. Hence, there exists a finite dimensional projector 
Q c P such that 
IlE’(A)(l - P) K'( 1 -P) ES(A) - E’(A)(l - Q) K’( 1 - Q) E’(A)11 <s/4 
(5.8) 
for all open symmetric intervals A c R + around I.,. The compactness of 
(H~+l))‘K’(H~+l))‘togetherwith thefact that (l-P)@(A)_?;Oas 
,4 shrinks around &, assures also that for all sufficiently small intervals A, 
around &, 
IIE'(A,)(l-P) K’(l- P)E5(A,)ll d&/4. (5.9) 
Using (5.8) and (5.9) in (5.7), we obtain 
ES(A,)[H$4if]E'(Ao)> -(E/~)E~(A,)+G+G* (5.10) 
with 
G=E'+lo)[H$4;] QE'(A,). (5.11) 
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Now, using the Virial Theorem and QP = Q, 
= E+lo)( 1 - P)[H$, A;] PQEr(.4,) 
=Er(Ao)(l - P)[H& A;] QEr(A,). 
Finally, 
G+G*=GQ+QG*=(JQ+JG)(&Q+JG)* 
-:Q-EGG*. 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
Multiplying (5.10) on both sides by @(A,) and inserting (5.13) into (5.10) 
we obtain, upon using Q < 1 and G = (1 - P) G, 
- z (1 - P) Et(&) GG*E’(A,)( 1 - P). (5.14) 
Since G is bounded and G = GQ with Q compact, we have that G is com- 
pact; hence GG* is compact, and since E5(/i0)( 1 - P) converges strongly to 
zero as /i, shrinks around &, we conclude that for all /1, sufficiently small 
(1 - P) E5(Ao) GG*E’(A,)( 1 -P) < 5 l?(A,,). (5.15) 
Using (5.15) in (5.14), we find (5.6) and hence (5.4). To complete the proof 
of part (a) of the lemma, we now use (5.4) together with the norm resol- 
vent continuity of Hi as a function of t. Let A, be an interval so that (5.4) 
holds and let ne be a fixed interval strictly contained in /1, (i.e., /i’ cc A,). 
Let FEC~(R) satisfy OdPd 1 and F(1)= 1 for J”E/~<, F(A)=0 if 2$/1,,. 
We shall write F5’ E F(Hg’). Then, 
F<‘[H,,, A,]” Fc’= (Fc’- F’)[H,, AJ5 F”+ F’[H,, A,]“’ (F5’-I’<) 
+ FS[H,, A,]” F’+ F’([H,, I&,]~‘- [H,, A,]‘) F”. 
(5.16) 
Now, since (Hg’+ 1))’ converges in norm to (Hz+ 1))’ as 151 --f 14’1 
(Lemma 2.2), we have that F” converges in norm to F5 [13, Theorem 
VIII.203. Also, 
[Ho, A,J5’ F5’=2c; 1t’12 F5 + [Hi’, A;] F5’ (5.17) 
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and 
F’qH,, AJ=2F’c; l{‘l*+Fr[Hg, A;]-Fq<‘l*- ly)~(y.V,c;). 
(5.18) 
We rewrite 
[H;, Aif] F”= [H;‘, A;](H;‘+ 1))’ (Hi’+ 1)Ft’ 
= [Hi’, A;](@,+ 1))’ (HE+ l)(H$+ l)-’ (H$‘+ 1) Fr’ 
= [H;, A;]@+ I)-’ (Hi+ l)(H;+ 1)-l (H;+ 1) F5’ 
+ (ItI*- 15’1*) vl(y+$ F5’ (5.19) 
and observe that [Ht, A;](Hi+ 1))’ is bounded (use (5.2)) to conclude 
that the left hand side of (5.19) is uniformly bounded in l’ provided <’ 
varies in a compact set. Consequently, the same is true for the left hand 
sides of (5.17) and (5.18). Using this, together with (5.4), in (5.16), we find, 
for some Cr and C,< co, 
F”[H,, A,] F5’>2 (c;;)’ \{I*-; 
( > 
F5 
- C, IV”- F’ll - C2 I 14’1’- ICI*1 (5.20) 
for all 4’ with 151 -T d 15’1 d 141 + r, and any r > 0. Multiplying (5.20) on 
both sides by I?‘(A,), using ,?<‘(A,) F5’=E5’(Ag), and choosing T=TI<I 
small enough, (4.5) follows. 
(b) Using (5.1) and (5.2), we write, V(~‘E Rk 
[H,, A,]“=2H$‘+K”. (5.21) 
Hence, for all A containing AO, 
@(A)[H,, A,]’ a@(A) = 2H$‘(A) + E‘$l) K5E5(A). (5.22) 
Since A, $ cr,(H$), @(A) converges trongly to zero as A shrinks around 
1,. Since (Hi+ 1))’ K5(H$+ I)-’ is compact it follows that, for all A,, 
sufficiently small around I,, 
ES(A,)[H,, x&J5 E’(A,) > 2 
(5.23) 
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(in particular, inf ,4,> (A,- s/4)). To complete the proof it suffices to 
repeat the last part of the proof of part (a). 1 
Remark. It is clear from the proof how the improved estimate in (b) 
came about. In part (a), we were forced to throw out the positive part 2Hi 
in the commutator in order to be able to use the Virial theorem for the 
control of the point spectrum. In part (b), the positive contribution of 2Hi 
was incorporated in the right hand side of the estimate. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. First, we note that [H,, A,,] is invariant under 
translations in the x-direction. so that 
and hence, VA 
[Ho, -&I =I” dk~[H,, &I (5.24) 
where, as before, E{(A)=E,,,(Hi). Hence, it suffices to show there exists a 
A such that, Vl E Rk, 
ES(A)[HO, A,]’ E<(A) > BE’(A). (5.26) 
NOW, since all intervals A are chosen symmetric about & and contained in 
R+, we know that sup/i ~21,. Introducing dr (2&)‘/’ (corn)-‘, we 
conclude that EC(A)=0 if 151 >d since a(H$)c(($‘)’ 1t12, a~). Hence it 
suffices to show (5.26) for ItI < d. 
From Lemma 4.2(a), we know that, Vl’ E Rk, there exists an interval AC’ 
and a r15’l > 0, such ‘that 
E$f)[H,,, A,]’ E’(A”) 22 
i 
(cl;)’ ((‘I2 - ; 
> 
E5(A5’) 
for all ?j in c1<,, where 
(5.27) 
We can assume, without loss of generality, that 
(5.29) 
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Now {CQ 1 15’1 <d} is an open cover of the ball of radius d in [Wk. Let 
(at, 1 i = 1, 2, . . . . N} be a finite subcover. Without loss of generality, we can 
assume /i’i c At;, Vi E { 1, 2, . . . . N). Hence, if 5 E [w’, 1 t 1 < d, then there 
exists a <i so that l E a;-;. Consequently, Vt E iWk, 151 < d, 
ES(Aei)[Ho, Aoli- E5(A5) 3 2 
( 
(c;)’ I<(1 - 1 
> 
E5(As;) 
>2(($)’ Ii”12-E)Ec(At;), (5.30) 
where we used (5.29). 
Repeating the argument leading from (5.27) to (5.30), using now 
Lemma 4.2(b), we can show that there exists an interval A”, such that, 
V<E@ with 151 <M+r”, 
E5(A”)[H,,, A,] E((A”) 2 2(& - E) E’(A”). (5.31) 
From now on, let n s /1” n ,4<;. Then (5.26) follows from (5.30) and 
(5.31). 1 
6. THE LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE FOR H 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by showing 
Theorem 1.1(c) and (d). As before, we give the proof for H rather than for 
fi and the result will follow directly from the Mourre estimate in Proposi- 
tion 6.1, Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, and Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, in analogy with 
the proof of Theorem 1 .l (a) and (b) in section 4. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let H, and H satisfy (Hl )-(H5). Let A be as defined 
in Section 3. Then, VA> 0, 1-4 a,(Hi), 3 an open interval A containing I 
and a p > 0 such that 
EAWCH, Al E,,(H) 3 BE,,(H) + K (6.1) 
where K is a compact operator. 
Proof We begin by recalling that, in view of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, the 
pairs (H,, A,) and (H, A) both satisfy (Ml)-(M4). Now choose ,? > 0, 
3. $ (TJ Hi); then Proposition 4.1 (b) implies the existence of an open inter- 
val A’ containing J. and a B > 0 such that 
EAHdCHw &I E,,,(Ho) 2 WEAHo). (6.2 1 
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To use this result, we choose some /i cc A‘ about II, and a corresponding 
C O”-characteristic function F, where 
Fl,, = 1, supp FG A’. (6.3) 
Applying F(H,) to both sides of (6.2), one obtains 
F(Ho)CHo, &I F(ffo) 3 WWo)*. (6.4) 
We can now write the estimate 
FCWCK Al F(H) 3 2BF(H)* + 2B(F(H,)* - F(H)*) 
+F(W(CH, Al - C& &l)F(Ho) 
+ (F(H) - F(Ho))CHo> &I F(ffo) 
+ F(WCH, Al(F(W - F(ff,)). (6.5) 
It must be shown that the last four terms on the right hand side of (6.5) 
are compact. We start by expanding, using (A.9b), (A.lO), and (A.l4a), 
F(H)(CK Al - [Ho> &I) F(h) 
=2F(H)(H-H,)F(H,)+F(H)(K”-K;;)F(H,). (6.6) 
The first term on the right hand side is compact due to local compactness 
of H and H,, and H,-compactness of the difference H[- <Ho. For the 
second term we compare the expressions (A.9c) and (A.14b); we obtain, 
calculating on woe,, 
K”~-~K~=B*M,B,~--I(B~~~M~.,~B~~,-B~~,~~~(Y .Vgo)g,‘B~z,) 
- (NH+ HN) i + [(NoHo + HoNo) 
+ (V;Bj+ B,* Vi) i-(( V~Bo,y+B~~, VII). (6.7a) 
We shall show (6.7a) is compact from Zo, +z to X *. Consider first the 
terms 
BE MiylrBir:I + iBZ;Y2~(~ .Vgo) ~,‘Bo,, 
=Bz C2(1- 1) a;>j> + i:,,, + i,i,Xi, -2C(x.Vg)gp16r,i,I B,\i 
-2CBzV(Y .Vg)g-‘Bj,i-iB,*l,V(Y .Vgo)gG’Boi,l. (6.7b) 
The first row of terms in the right hand side of (6.7b) is compact in the 
above sense by local compactness of H (Lemma 2.1), the definition of [, 
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(H~c), and the proof of Lemma 2.3. The other terms of (6.7b) can be 
written as 
B~r(y’Vg)g~1(Bi,i-iB,i,)+(B~i-iB~j~)ul(y’Vg)g~1B,i~ 
+iB~i~[~(y~Vg)g~~L-~(y’VgO)g~‘] Big,’ (6.7~) 
The first and second terms in (6.7~) are seen to be compact from X0, +* to 
SC, upon using Lemma 2.3(b) and (H2b)-(H3b). The last term is con- 
trolled in the same way upon noting that (y .Vg) gP 1 - (y .VgO) g; ’ = 
(y .Vv) v-r and using (H5c). The terms Bz M,,,, B,, [ - [B&ME jrB,it in 
(6.7a) are controlled similarly. 
We now turn to the second row of terms in (6.7a), 
and 
HN<-[H,N’=H(N-N’)[+(H[-[H,)N’ (6.7d) 
NH[-<N’H,=N(H[-cH,)+(N-N’)[H,. (6.7e) 
Using (H5c) we conclude [(N-N,) -+O as IzI -+ co; this together with 
local compactness of H and Ho (Lemma 2.1) controls the first term in 
(6.7d) and the last one in (6.7e). It is furthermore readily verified that No 
is bounded from X0, +2 to X0, +2 and N is bounded from yi”, z to X+ z ; this 
together with Lemma 2.3(a) takes care of the remaining terms in (6.7d-e). 
The remaining terms in (6.7a) are controlled with similar arguments. 
Let us now prove that F(H) - F( Ho) is compact. To obtain this, we need 
only show that (H+ l)-‘-(Ho+ 1))’ is compact [3, p. 58). A direct 
application of the second resolvent equation is not justified, since H - Ho 
is not well defined, so we proceed as follows, on X0, 
(H+l) -I--(H,+l)-’ 
=(H+ 1))’ (H,(H,+ 1) -I)-((H+ 1))‘H)(H,+ 1))’ 
=(H+l)-l(l-~)Ho(Ho+l)-‘-(H$l)-‘H(l-~)(Ho+l)-l 
+(H+l)-’ (<Ho-H[)(H,+l)-‘. (6.8) 
The first two terms on the right hand side of (6.8) are compact, by local 
compactness of H and Ho. For the last term, we have already seen in 
Lemma 2.3 that conditions (Hl )-(H5) are sufficient for this expression to 
be compact. Thus (6.8) is a compact operator in X’. Using those results, 
we obtain from (6.5) 
F(H)[H,A] F(H)32PF(H)‘+K’, (6.9) 
where K’ is a compact operator. Multiplying both sides of this inequality 
with E,(H) one obtains the inequality (6.1). 1 
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APPENDIX 
In this section we present the following proofs, from section 3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. (a) Let k, , k, E C m(W’) be a partition of unity 
satisfying (Fig. 3.1) 
k,+k,=l, O,<k,dl, O<k,<l, (A.la) 
Q cc R” \supp k, cc supp k, cc W”\supp j,. (A.lb) 
Then, for II/ E si; f2, we can write 
$=k,rl/+kzlC/. 
It is readily verified, using (H2a), that k,$ and k2t,b are in 2x1 +2. 
Moreover, k,$ E &9( -dY) and hence 3dn E C;(P) so that 
IIW,O+ l)(k,$-4,)Il - 0 as n+co. 
Introducing 
$,,=k,ti+#,,> 
we see that $,, E %‘: and 
llw: + 1 I($ - ti*)II - 0 as n+cc, 
so that %‘i is a core for Hi. It is clear that A$%Y~c9?;4~C(A~). To prove 
it is a core, it suffices to show that eirAA leaves %?i invariant Vt [ 13, 
Theorem VIII. 111 but this is trivial. 
(b) It follows from [13, Theorem VIII.331 that C,“(Rk) @vi is a 
core for H, as well as for A,. (H ere C;(P)@ @{ consists of all finite 
linear combinations of vectors of the form 4 0 @, 4 E C,“(Rk), Ic/ E %‘i). 
Since %?,, 1 C,“(Rk) @%‘i, (b) follows. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. The proof is similar in spirit to the one of 
Lemma 3.5, but a number of extra complications arise, so we give 
some details. First, we need an auxiliary partition of unity k3, k4 on Rk, 
satisfying (Fig. 3.2) 
k,+k,= 1, O<k,<l,O<kk,<l, (A.2a) 
rc(0) cc Rk\supp k4 cc supp k, cc Rk\supp j, (A.2b) 
(compare this with (A.l)). Then, we construct 
m,(x, Y) = k,(y) k&l 
m,(x, Y) = 1 -k,(y) Mx). 
(A.3a) 
(A.3b) 
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In Fig. A.l, we indicate schematically the supports of the various relevant 
cut-off functions. 
For $ E .J?+~, we write 
*=mllC/+m2$. (A.41 
We first show m, $ E Ye,, and hence mz$ E &?+*. It will suffice to show 
[H, m 1 ] is relatively H-bounded. We compute 
1% m,l= B*C& m,l+ LB*, m,l B (ASa) 
CBi, ml1 = d~,m,)$ (A.5b) 
Using (H2a) and (H3a), (A.2) and (A.3), one sees that one is allowed to 
write 
B*CB, mIl = -fg(d,ml)(gV,f)-f2(d,g2(a,m,)). (A.6) 
Note that we used the fact that (&m,)(x, y) = 0 if ~EQ. Inserting (A.6) 
into (ASa), one concludes [H, m,] is H-bounded. It then follows from 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i r/ ..--....--_......_ ____ ____: 
t 
c: x - 
ye4 
4 J~UPP m, 
__...___ I _ .. j 
/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . , - : 
JWPP x : 
\; 
! Jsupp j3 
jw 
Jsupp 1 
4 
J J=JPP C 
Jsup& 
-L 
-:. 
; -, -. 
Jswjl 
ti . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..__._........ 
P q 
-; . . . . . . . . . . . ..___.. 
; Jsupp x 
iu 
FIG. A.l. A sketch of the supports of the various cut-off functions. 
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Lemma 2.3 that mz$ E &, +2. Hence Lemma 3.5 implies the existence of a 
sequence 4, E gO, supp 4” c supp m2 so that 
and thus, using again the first part of Lemma 2.3, 
1ItH-t 1)(m21CI-4n)ll +O as n+co. 
Setting 11/,! = m, $ + 4, E -X;, and using t,m, = 0, it follows that 
4$,=4;dn 
so that I//, E % iff /,d,, E %?,,, iff PI 4, E VO; the last statement is easily verified 
using (3.15) (3.17a), (3.13), (3.16), and condition (H2a). This concludes 
the proof that 9 is a core for H. We now prove A%? c %?. Let $ E %‘. Then 
Since /‘$E%?~, j,/,$ECz(R”) and hence Aj,/,$E C,“(R”); we conclude 
A&d;@ E yi”,2. Moreover /, $ E %?,, implies that A’j, t; $ belongs to 
2 ,,, +*. Moreover, using again Lemma 2.3, j, A.‘[, $ E &?+*. We conclude 
All/ E YK+~. To prove A%? c V, we need to show & A$ E %$,. We remark that 
12A$ E X0, +2 and supp /,A$ is compact; the last two conditions in (3.15) 
are also easily seen to hold upon remarking that &z AI) = At,+ so that 
/, All/ E %$, and hence A%’ c %‘. 
Finally, to show Q? is a core for A, we need to prove ei’% c %?. For $ E +? 
we have, using (3.11b) and (3.12) 
(e”“+)(z) = (e”“(G$))(z) +4(z) $(z) 
= (e”“(j1421C/))(z) + (e”A(j24$))(z) +el(z) W). (A.71 
Now the second term is in C,“(R”) and has support on Rk x P. Hence it 
is in %$ as well as in A?+ *. The first term can be verified to be in &, +* and 
hence in .X+2. So (e’*AII/)E,YiOt2. One also sees easily that e2e’lAti = 
elrAt,* EG&. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.7. We only give the proof of (b), the proof of (a) 
being similar. First we remark that since we have shown that %$ in (3.15) 
is a core for both A0 and HO, (Ml) holds. Since A,, leaves g0 invariant, 
580/98'2-14 
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(M3) also follows. To verify (M2), we compute on S’,,, using (Hla) and 
(H2), and the summation convention, for 16 i,j 6 m, 
CBO~3Ail=(rlY,),i BOj-BOiU(Y’VfO)flT’ 
-I1(Y.VgO)g,‘BOi+qgO(~~j),~fO (A.8) 
where we used the notation a,.,h= (/z).~, $,,,a,h = (h),,. Note that (Hla) 
and (H2b) imply that 2[B,,, Ai] extends to a relatively Ho-bounded 
operator. Using (A.8), one computes, for fj, $ E %&, 
so that, as forms on V$, we have the equality 
Cfc, Ai;‘] = B$[B,,, Ai] + [B,,, /I;]* B,, 
= 2B$B,, + B;&B,,, 
- (B:;Bo,N’ + NOB& B,j) + ( V;Boi + B;, Vf), (A.9b) 
where 
MI:=2(9-1)6i,+ul,iYj+Yir,,-21(y’VgO)g,’6ii 
No = V(Y %o)f,’ (A.9c) 
vP = if0 gO(YYj),,i. 
It then follows from (Hla) and (H2a-b) that [Hi, Ai] extends to 
an Ho-bounded operator. Moreover, on Voo, the operator [Hi, Ai] 
obtained is given by the last expression in the right hand side of (A.9b). 
Now, on V. 
From (Hla) and (H2a-b) it follows that the first two terms are relatively 
Ho-bounded, whereas the result for the last term was proven above. This 
proves (M2) for (Ho, A,). 
To verify (M4), we compute 
CCHO? A019 A01 = c-a!sL A01 + cvl(Y~w~g;)4~ A01 
+ [[H;, Ai], Ai]. (A.ll) 
The first two terms in (A.1 1) are easily controlled and we omit the details. 
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For the last term, we compute on I#, $ E %& using (A.9b) and (A.8), 
(42 CCfG, 43, &.yl $I*> 
note that we sum over i from 1 to m and that the double commutators in 
the final expression are to be interpreted in the sense of forms. Using (A.8) 
and (H~c), the result follows. 1 
Proof qf Lemma 3.8. That (Ml) and (M3) hold for the pair (H, A) 
follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.7. To verify (M2), we compute on %‘, 
using (H2a-b) and (H3a-b), (compare to A.8)) 
CBi, A’1 = bw,),; B, - B;W .?f)fp’ 
- V(Y .Vg) g -‘Bi + f gf(VYj),u, (A.13a) 
where 1 < i < n, and 1 < j < m. By (H2a-b) and (H3a-b), [B,, A’] extends 
to a relatively H-bounded operator. Similarly, computing on %, where 
l<i<n, l<j<k, 
[B,, A-‘] = (CX~),~ B,- Bi[(x .Vf)f-’ 
- i(x .Vg) g- ‘Bi f ~fgKxj),,> (A.13b) 
where we used (H3b) to note that 
i(x.vf)f~‘=i(x.V~)~~‘, P =ff 0’ (A.13~) 
~(x.vg)g-‘=~(x~vv)v-‘, v=gg,’ (A.13d) 
are in W2’ w (0’). Here again (Hlb) and (H3b) imply that (A.13b) extends 
to an H-bounded operator. In analogy with (A.9) we now have, as forms 
on %Y, the equality 
[H, A] = B: [B,, A] + [B,, A]* Bi 
=2B,WBi+B*M,Bi-(B*B;N+NB*Bi) 
+ ( Vi Bi + B,* V,); (A.14a) 
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here the summation convention is used for 1 f i, j 6 n and 
M!,=C2((;rl-1)-i(x’Vg)g-‘-YI(Y’Vg)g~~’)6i,,~sii,s,,~ 
+V,iYj,-kh,jt +V?.jl’t,,-kdii,l 
+ C2((1-1)-i(x’vS)S-‘-r(Y.vg)g~1)6i,j,6,i,6,~, 
+ i,ix,,6jj, + i, jxi,sii,l (A.14b) 
N=vl(Y.Vf)f~‘+i(x.Vf)f-’ 
vi=~Cfg(rv,,).ii,.+fg(5x,,),,,1, 
where we sum over 1 d i,, j, < k, k + 1 d i,., jY d n. The first term in (A. 14a) 
is clearly relatively H-bounded. For the second term, we write 
B,*M,B,=M,B,UB,+ [BT, My] B,. (A.15a) 
Using (A.l3c-d) and (H3a-b), it follows that M,E W2,0c(Rn), V’i,j. Hence 
the second term in (A.15a) is relatively H-bounded. Furthermore, using the 
partition of unity (3.13) 
M,,BFB,= j,M,B*B,+ jzM,,B:Bi. (A.15b) 
Now j,M,B,? B, is relatively H-bounded by (H2a-b) and (H3a-b). 
Moreover, the diagonal terms in j,MvB,* Bj are clearly relatively 
H-bounded, so we only need to control its off-diagonal terms, which are 
all of the form 
.i, Mi, ,yBE Bi, (A.15~) 
(no sum over 1 < i, d k, 1 <j, < k), as is seen from (A.l4b), the observa- 
tion that j, y = 0 and the crucial property of [ that, on the supp j,, a,[ = 0. 
Now. since 
f(x, Y) =fob) /4x, Y) (A.16a) 
g(x, Y) = &?(Y) V(-? Y) (A.16b) 
it follows from (H3a) that, on O”, ai,8,,J and a,,~?,~g are bounded. Hence 
jlMiy:iyBE Bi, =jlM,,,,JIg2Vi,Vj, _dl + 1 (-A.x).f .Y 
+jl Mi,j,fg’Vi,V,, l f -A,+ 1 
+jlMi,j,f(ai,g')g~'Bj,e. (A.17a) 
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The last two terms in (A.17a) are relatively H-bounded, and for the first 
one, we note that, on O’, 
-A.x.f =Vi,Vt,.f 
=f-‘g-*BE Bj, +,f -‘g -‘(di, g’) B,, (A.17b) 
which is also H-bounded. The other terms in (A.14a) are controlled in a 
similar way. This ends the proof of the relative H-boundedness of [H, A]. 
To verify (M4), we compute [[II, A], A] as a form on y, using the 
expression (A.14a) for [H, A]. A reasoning analogous to the one in the 
proof of Lemma 3.7 yields the desired result. 1 
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